Setting in-text citations to superscript for Vancouver style

The default Vancouver style provided by EndNote does not put its in-text citations into superscript (Vancouver offers it as an option but it is not mandatory).

However, many medical literature publishers prefer in-text citations in superscript, as do some Monash schools, e.g. Gippsland Medical School.

This section describes how to change the EndNote template for Vancouver style so that in-text citations are inserted as superscript.

1. Make sure Vancouver style is selected in EndNote.
2. Edit menu ► Output Styles ► Edit "Vancouver".
3. Under the Citations section, choose Templates.
4. Remove the parentheses (round brackets) from around the Bibliography Number in both fields.
5. Select (highlight) the text Bibliography Number, then click on the Superscript button.
6. Do this for both fields.
7. Close the style editing window.
8. Say Yes to saving changes.
9. If the style has not previously been modified, you might see a window asking for a style name instead (and suggesting Vancouver Copy). You can either create your own new modified style with a separate name (e.g. Vancouver Superscript) or edit the name back to Vancouver to override the default Vancouver style.

In either case, EndNote will save the modified style in an EndNote folder in your Documents (or My Documents) folder.

For Mac users

Follow instruction steps 1 – 4 above

5. Highlight the Bibliography:Number
6. Choose **Edit** on menu bar, select **Font** and then **Superscript** from the options presented. Do this for both fields.

Then follow steps 7 – 9 above.